Gene silencing in plants: relevance for genome evolution and the acquisition of genomic methylation patterns.
Transgenes often become silenced in plants because of repressive influences exerted by flanking plant DNA and/or because of interactions among multiple copies of closely linked transgenes. Repeated transgenes on different chromosomes can also interact in a way that leads to silencing and methylation, suggesting a previously unrecognized ability of unlinked homologous sequences to cross-talk in complex genomes. Non-Mendelian inheritance is a frequent consequence of these interactions because the silenced genes do not fully reactivate or lose methylation after segregating in progeny. Several examples of gene silencing in plants appear to reflect the action of genome defence system that methylates and inactivates foreign or invasive sequences such as transgenes and transposable elements. Because certain types of transposable elements are embedded in regulatory regions of plant genes and have become greatly amplified in plant genomes, they could contribute substantially to normal gene expression and to the generation of genomic methylation patterns. Polyploidy, which has been a major force in plant and vertebrate evolution, might encourage proliferation of transposable elements because genes in polyploids are duplicated and hence less susceptible to the consequences of insertional mutagenesis. Accordingly, the appearance of genome-wide methylation has often coincided with episodes of polyploidization.